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What was your 
first job in 

libraries, either 
full-time or 
part-time?



hello!
● Grace Therrell (she/her)

● Online Learning Librarian & 

Assistant Professor

● The University of Tennessee, 

Knoxville

● Early-career librarian (1 ½ years)



Session 
objectives

Explore how projects, 
professional 

identities, and 
positions can 

influence one another.

Reflect on what it 
means to be 

persistent in our own 
positions.
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Background and 
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A New Role and a 
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Covid-19 and the 
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Moving 
Forward

Session 
overview



A note before starting
I work and live in a position of 
privilege, and what is possible for 
me in my life and my job is not 
universally possible for all.



Background and Context
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My previous experience

Information literacy 
instruction

Cataloging, metadata, 
and data analysis



My professional values

Teacher first, 
librarian second

Reflection and 
questioning

Collaboration and 
sharing power



Institutional context

The University of Tennessee, Knoxville
● Appx. 30,000 students
● Flagship research university of TN

University Libraries -- Hodges Library and branch libraries

Teaching & Learning Programs department (2019)
● Student Success Librarians
● Graduate Teaching Assistant
● Online Learning Librarian
● Instructional Designer



A second Online Learning 
Librarian

Position posted in summer 2019, began in fall 2019

A new position to UT Libraries along with an Instructional 
Designer
● Growing institutional focus and priority on online 

learning

The first full-time faculty position in a new department



My OLL 
position

Incorporating collections

Teaching & training 

Curation & assessment

Other OLL 
position

Creating tutorials

Accessibility

Teaching & training in 
creating DLOs



A New Role and a New Project
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New position to UT

New to the field

New to faculty work

no one in the role before

only a couple of years of experience

little knowledge of tenure-track expectations



Where does my 
position fit?

Brainstorming

Reflecting

Goal-setting



Unpacking position 
description



Brainstorming 
goals



What does the 
institution need?

Relationship-building

Listening

Observing



The answer? A project!

Based on my graduate capstone project

An online place to share lesson plans and activities 

Getting ideas for and starting conversations about 
teaching

A literature review and reflecting on graduate project

Stalled by the spring semester



“This position acts as a 
bridge between online and 
in-person learning and 
instruction and participates 
in instruction and 
engagement initiatives that 
advance the teaching and 
research missions of the 
Libraries and University.”
excerpt from position description, 2020

Photo by Tom van Hoogstraten on Unsplash



Covid-19 and the Bridge
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Transitioning to remote

Six months in to my new position

An interruption to work and connections

Feeling the need for focus and stability after getting 
through the spring semester



Revisiting the project

Providing a new context for this project
● Highlighting a need for being able to connect 

virtually about instruction
● Using online spaces for facilitation, not just teaching

Something that could be useful during and past pandemic 

times



The Teaching Bridge @ UT Libraries



About the Bridge

An internal virtual space for anyone involved or interested 
in teaching at UT Libraries

A place to share and find resources

A reflection of how people teach at UT Libraries and what 
their interests are

A springboard for conversations about teaching and 
learning in libraries



Goals of the Bridge

Share 
resources

Provide 
ideas

Build 
community

Encourage 
discussion



Introducing 
students to the 
Libraries



Information 
literacy concepts



Organized by ACRL 
frame



Contributions from 
others in the 
Libraries



Project timeline

fall 
2019

winter 
2019

spring 
2020

summer
 2020

fall
 2020

winter 
2020

spring 
2021

began job 
at UT

ideas & lit 
review

initial 
brainstorm

purpose, 
goals, org, 
platform

creation, 
discussion, 
feedback

edits, 
soliciting 
content

The Bridge 
published

first six months



My position The Bridge

A bridge between online and 
in-person instruction

Making connections with those 
who teach

Curating online learning 
opportunities and resources

Highlighting pedagogy in online 
teaching and learning

A place for getting ideas for online 
and in-person instruction

Encouraging connection among 
those who teach

A UT-specific collection of 
teaching resources and ideas

Highlighting ways to use resources 
when teaching online



My values The Bridge

Teaching-centered

Collaboration and sharing power 
intentionally

Reflection and questioning

A place for instruction ideas

Contributions from anyone who’s 
interested

Encouraging others to think about 
how and why they teach



Moving Forward
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The future of the Bridge

Seeing how others use and contribute over the 

next year

Formal assessment in the form of surveys and/or 

interviews

Potential of change and expansion



Three things I’m learning



1.
Projects help create structure, focus, 

and meaning in broad positions.



2.
Positions change over time, and that’s 

okay.



3.
Knowing what keeps you going can 

help keep you going.



Thanks!
Does anyone have any questions?

Email: gtherrell@utk.edu 
Twitter: @gracetherrell
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